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Welcome and Prayer

We come into this space with things on our mind –
concerns, preoccupations, thoughts of things left 
undone…

In order to be fully present to our work together this 
day, let us take a moment of silence to offer to God 
those things weighing on our minds



Gracious God, we come before you with cares and 
concerns, and trust that you will meet us with grace and 
goodness. We thank you for renewing and redeeming 
what we have made of the lives you have given us. We 
thank you for the joys of our lives in you. We thank you, 
too, for the hard lessons we have learned from the 
difficult times of our lives. We thank you that you have 
placed within us not only a capacity to cope, but also to 
hope for the best that Christ has to offer. Give us the 
strength, the wisdom, and the courage to follow your will 
and your way. Amen.





Top 5 Social 
Network Sites
1. Facebook
2. YouTube
3. Twitter
4. Instagram
5. Reddit

Top 5 Social 
Networking Apps
1. WhatsApp
2. Messenger
3. WeChat
4. QQ Chat
5. Instagram





Social Networking Sites
By Popularity



When to Email or Sometimes face-to-
face is still best



Social Media is like

• A billboard

• A public ad

• Words from the pulpit



In fact, a good rule of thumb is:



Don't Even Think About It: The Basics of Netiquette
•Don't SHOUT in all caps.
•Cool off before responding to messages in anger.
•Never assume; always ask
•Check messages for misspellings or misstatements.
•Respect others' privacy and your own 
•Don't forward private messages to people they weren't intended for or copy others 
on replies to personal messages.
•Remember: Email is never really private and a copy may exist in cyberspace . . . 
forever.
•Decide in advance – who will you “friend” and why?
•Try to be polite and upbeat – online conversations can escalate quickly
•DO NOT comment negatively on someone else’s page or wall. Save disagreements 
or differing opinions for in person conversation. 
•In online conversation, assuming attitude from “tone” is nearly impossible. Those 
who react to perceived “tone” or who try to “tone-police” may find themselves in 
an escalating situation. 



• Centering:  inserting your own experiences in a thread devoted to someone else’s 

• Clickbait: Using a provocative title or descriptor to encourage people to click on a 
story

• Derailing:  entering a conversation in progress and going off-topic

• Flaming: hostile and insulting interaction, often involving the use of profanity

• Sealioning:  bad-faith requests for evidence, or repeated questions in an attempt to 
derail a discussion or to wear down the patience of one's opponent.

• Trolling:   arguing for the sake of arguing; intending to provoke

• Vaguebooking:  making veiled references to someone without explicitly naming them

• “Wall of text”:  Inserting a comment into a thread that is very long and self-centered

Try not to indulge in these, as they are quite unmannerly





Usually best to keep public and private 
separated



Many clergy find themselves in charge of the parish’s 
social media accounts. Be careful and remember on 
whose behalf you are speaking.



MAINTAIN GOOD BOUNDARIES

Case Study 3

Many commentators have suggested that we have an ethical obligation to reach out and 
understand those whose experiences and opinions are different from our own. Nonetheless, 
according to the most recent Pew study, “39% of social media users have taken steps to 
block another user or minimize the content they see from them because of something 
related to politics.”  -- SCU Markkula Center for Applied Ethics

A parishioner is posting pictures or articles online you find racist, sexist or otherwise 
problematic. 

• Do you/how do you reach out to dialogue? 
• Ignore it? “Unfriend” or “Block” them ?
• Do we have an ethical duty to unfriend—or not to unfriend—social media contacts with 

whose political posts we disagree?

Take 5 minutes and discuss with a partner

http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/10/25/the-tone-of-social-media-discussions-around-politics/


Read the Rainbow Cake Story. 



This is just a really special moment for humanity. We take you to the 
website for Fox 101.9, a radio station in Melbourne, Australia, where "Web 
Guy Josh" has published a peppy, harmless instructional post for the 
making of an "Amazing Rainbow Tie-Dye Number Surprise Cake."
" 

http://www.fox.com.au/scoopla/trending-now/blog/2014/6/amazing-rainbow-tie-dye-number-surprise-cake/
















[Long Fading Scream]

With a partner, discuss what you could have done to 
change the course of the story.





A volunteer to say Grace?





We thank you, Almighty God, for your presence 
with us this day. Bless us as we depart from this 
space now, and guide us safely home. Do not let 
the learning and conversations of this gathering 
die, but, instead, may they continue to ruminate 
within us and bear fruit in our ministries. We 
ask this in the name of Jesus, and in the power 
of the Holy Spirit, Amen.
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